
Public Relations Planning Sheet 
 

Name:  Madison Public Relations- Eliana Huffman, Noelle Rutolo, Austin Fulsom 

Public Relations 
Situation  

(General scope of this particular writing activity) 
 
Stir up excitement about the new multiplex center Thrill Zone 
 

Key Publics (Who do you want to read this material?) 
 
Parents 
Young adults 15-24 
 

Target Media 
(Profile all 
media, if more 
than one) 

Name of the media: Daily News Record 
Readers of the media: Daily News Record Subscribers 
Publication Cycle (e.g., weekly, biweekly, monthly, etc.): Weekly 
Circulation: 26,184 
 

News Pitch (Newsworthy contents: state what contents fulfill the principle of SiLoBaTi + 
UnFa)  
 
Situation – Thrill Zone is an entertainment complex that is the first of its kind in the 
valley 
Location – The complex will be built in town, and the owner of Thrill Zone is Barry 
Kelley, a local real estate agent and JMU graduate 
Background – The downtown area is going through a period of revitalization that is 
now spilling over into other parts of the town 
Timeliness – The complex opening at the corner of Port Republic Road and Stone 
Spring road. Stone Spring Road is new and will be attracting a lot of business 
Unusualness- There are no other venues identical in concept to Thrill Zone in 
Harrisonburg 
Fame- Barry Kelley is a well known developer in the area 
 

Benefit 
Statement 

(Primary message; what do you want your readers know and remember?)  
 
 
Thrill Zone provides a trampoline park, laser tag facility, and a casual all-American 
restaurant. The trampoline and laser tag facilities each provide individuals with a 
wide range of activities and different themed events.  
 
 

Secondary 
Message 

(Evidences and facts that support benefit statement; Be as specific as possible)  
 
The complex is a great place for a child to run and be physically active while 
enjoying tons of excited amenities, and provides a wholesome entertainment venue 
for college students as well. 
 



Action 
Statement 

(What do you want your readers to do after reading this piece?) 
 
Visit thrillzoneva.com to learn more about this new addition to Rockingham 
County. 
 

Intended 
Outcome  

(How would this piece contribute to your organization / client? To increase 
awareness…., to create positive attitude, etc.)  
 
We want this piece to not only create awareness, but also let the city of 
Harrisonburg know that the plan to build this comes from a local mindset rather 
than a removed, corporate one. The idea is that Thrill Zone will be a great addition 
to an area that is seeing fast food and gas stations popping up on any open piece of 
land. 
 

Tone of 
Message 

(e.g., humorous, fearful, objective / straight news, heart-warming, etc.)  
 
Cheerful, positive, informative, exciting  

Desired Reading 
Level 

 
6th-12th grade 
 
 

 



	
	

             Austin Folsom, Public Relations Practitioner 
(123)-456-7890 

Thrill Zone Main Office                    folsom@madisonpublicrelations.com 
150 University Blvd.        
Harrisonburg, VA 22801             FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

April 25, 2016 

	
Media Advisory 

 
 

WHAT: Members of Madison Public Relations will be hosting a press conference 
to introduce building plans for a new entertainment multiplex called Thrill 
Zone, opening on Saturday, April 30.  

 
WHO: Austin Folsom, public relations practitioner 

Eliana Huffman, public relations practitioner 
Noelle Rutolo, public relations practitioner 

 
WHERE: Harrisonburg City Town Hall 
 
WHEN: April 22, 2016, 10:10 AM 
 
MORE: The multiplex will be an entertainment and amusement multiplex that will 

host a wall-to-wall trampoline park, laser tag course, arcade, and other 
fitness-related activities. The building will be located at the corner off of 
Port Republic Road beside Rockingham Memorial Hospital. Madison 
Public Relations Members will be available for a Q&A after the 
presentation. 

 
 

### 
 
 
 



 
Contact: Eliana Huffman, Public Relations Practitioner    The Daily News Record 
Telephone: 123-456-7890            231 S. Liberty St., Harrisonburg, VA 22801 
Email: eliana@madisonpublicrelations.com         540-574-6280 

NEWS FACT SHEET 

Adventure and amusement multiplex opening in Harrisonburg April 30 

Thrill Zone, a family-friendly adventure and amusement center, is currently in final construction stages 
and will be open to the public Saturday, April 30. The center will be located nearby Sentara RMH 
Medical Center, and will include a laser tag arena, indoor trampoline park, and casual dining areas.  

Who:  

• Thrill Zone is owned by CEO Barry Kelley, James Madison University graduate (’83), and is 
additionally overseen by downtown renaissance planner Andrew Forward (’86). The full-time 
managers who will work there are currently in final interview stages.  

• McDaniel Contractor Services LLC, known in the Shenandoah Valley for its work done at JMU, 
UVA, and Harrisonburg High School, will be completing the construction process. 

What:  

• Thrill Zone is an amusement and adventure family fun center that is open to all ages.  

Where:  

• Thrill Zone is located nearby Sentara RMH Medical Center, which is near many residential 
neighborhoods and is accessible by Harrisonburg Department of Public Transportation buses. It is 
less than a 10-minute drive from JMU’s campus. 

When:  

• The multiplex is scheduled to open Saturday, April 30. 

Why:  

• The center will provide a fun, wholesome place to go for Harrisonburg residents of all ages. 

How:  

• The center will host an after-school program for Harrisonburg youth, as well as cater towards 
birthday parties, field trips, and other special events. 

• University students will receive a discount when the center will have an 18+ college night every 
Friday. 

Quotes: 

• “I’m not a huge fan of the party scene at school, so I’m excited to add to Thrill Zone the list of 
options for fun weekend outings out in the town that aren’t bars.” –Emily Smith, JMU ‘17 

• “The after-school program will be great for working parents, who can now be assured that their 
children are being active after school, and not just being babysat by the TV.” –Sue Jones, teacher 



 
Contact: Noelle Rutolo, Public Relations Practitioner      
Telephone: 123-339-4537             
Email: noelle@madisonpublicrelations.com          

	
Mission and Overarching Goal: 
With a population of 48,914 people, and about 44% of this population (21,510) between the ages 
of 15 and 24, it is safe to say that Harrisonburg is made up of a fair amount of young individuals. 
These young individuals tend to have a constant need to be entertained, or at least a need for a 
place in which they can rely on, that allows them to socialize with friends in a safe but lively 
environment. With its not-so-spectacular shopping mall, mediocre movie theater, and lack of 
other amusement, Harrisonburg doesn’t necessarily have a go-to place with high entertainment 
value for these young individuals. Although Harrisonburg does strive when it comes to 
restaurants, pizza places, and museums, it lacks a particular original flare represented by 
recreational or amusement-type venues. Therefore, Madison Public Relations has chosen to 
represent the new Harrisonburg business Thrill Zone. Thrill Zone is an amusement multiplex 
venue that serves as an indoor trampoline park, laser tag arena, and casual dining facility. The 
goal of Thrill Zone is to provide the young population of Harrisonburg with a place to go to 
spend time with friends and even family in a unique environment that allows them to participate 
in a myriad of activities within the same complex. 
Key Publics and Target Market Audience: The key publics for this business are Harrisonburg 
residents between the ages of fifteen and twenty-four. Although this may seem like a large age 
range, this multiplex venue has a high entertainment value that appeals to a wide range of age 
groups. However, this particular group of individuals make up a large portion of this region, 
especially with James Madison University students in the area. This venue appeals to JMU 
students in particular because it will provide them with a place to escape the somewhat stressful 
college atmosphere in an environment that allows them to truly feel like kids. JMU students are 
also constantly looking for ways to bond with friends and a change in scenery could be appealing 
for this public. More specifically, JMU consists of a wide range of clubs, Greek life, and sports 
teams. Most of these organizations are in search of unique unity and bonding events, therefore, 
this multiplex venue could potentially be the new spot for these groups to spend time. This 
particular venue also appeals to the younger age group due to the majority of elementary, middle, 
and high schools in the area (totaling over 20 schools). This would be a great place for parents to 
take their children to spend some time getting active and outside of the house, while bonding and 
encouraging after-school activities. 
Business Sector and USP: The unique selling proposition of this business is that there truly is 
not anything like it currently offered in Harrisonburg. One of the potential competitors of this 
business, Funky’s Skate Center, does not offer nearly as many perks as Thrill Zone does. This is 
because it only serves one purpose, and is on a much smaller scale. Thrill Zone offers a variety 
of entertainment options for individuals, and although both businesses may share the same key 
publics, one has more to offer than the other. The same would go for another one of its 
competitors, Ruby’s Arcade Center. Although Ruby’s shares a similar entertainment concept as 
Thrill Zone, it is more vintage in style, and operates on a smaller scale, as well. Thrill Zone 



offers a larger place for people to spend their time, with more active components to reach a 
younger public.  
Services Offered: Thrill Zone provides a trampoline park, laser tag facility, and all-American 
casual dining. The trampoline and laser tag facilities each provide individuals with a wide range 
of activities and different themed events. The all-American restaurant located inside the venue 
provides a place for parents to take their kids to eat before, after, and throughout their stay at 
Thrill Zone. The food featured at this restaurant are classic comfort foods and American 
favorites such as chicken tenders, mac and cheese, and pizza. Although the menu is simple and 
catered towards younger customers, there is a variety of different options that will still appeal to 
parents as well.  
Hours of Operation: Thrill Zone operates between the hours of 2 PM to 9 PM Mondays through 
Thursdays, 2 PM to 12 AM on Fridays, 10 AM to 12 AM, and 10 AM to 7 PM on Saturdays. 
This schedule was established based on the hours that students are in school. Due to the fact that 
older college students may want to attend later at night hours, on Fridays and Saturdays have 
been extended until 12 AM to provide them with the option to go when the younger public may 
not be there.  
Location and Transportation: Thrill Zone is located on a plot of land next to the Sentara RMH 
Medical Center (2010 Health Campus Dr., Harrisonburg, VA 22801). Although this location is 
further away from the downtown area and the center of Harrisonburg, owners of Thrill Zone 
decided this would be the best location for such a large venue. The location provides enough 
room for the venue itself as well as solves any parking issues that a large scale multiplex would 
face. It is also about 2.5 miles from the James Madison University campus, which is about an 8-
minute car ride.    
Regarding transportation, because of this location it is still a lot closer than its competitor in 
Massanutten. Therefore, the Harrisonburg Department of Transportation has agreed to provide 
special busing services on the weekends to the venue, and many schools have after-school care 
programs in the works that would provide school buses for chaperones and students to get to 
Thrill Zone as a part of a field trip option after school during the week.   
Rates: The pricing varies based on what customers want to partake in. Each section has different 
rates, however there is no entry fee, as the fees are based on the activities and games that 
customers choose on their own. Laser tag pricing ranges from $7 dollars for a single game, $20 
for three games, and $25 for unlimited games throughout the day. Groups can also call ahead and 
create a group rate based on party or total number of people who would like to participate. This 
option would be available for birthday parties or the after-school programs mentioned 
previously. Rates for open jump at the trampoline park are about $15 for one hour and $20 for 
two hours. Prices for the trampoline park range based on age and group rates are also available 
upon request. Thrill Zone also offers a number of discount days and cheaper options for families 
who may not be able to splurge on a full day of activities and college students on a tight budget.  
Number of Employees: Thrill Zone employs about 30 to 40 people. The hours of operation set 
forth by this business allows flexible job opportunities for James Madison University students 
who are in need of employment. The 30 to 40 employees range from part-time and full-time 
employees. These employees fulfill tasks such as managing the help desk and main check-in 
desk, and overseeing that each section runs smoothly (this includes monitoring the trampoline 
and laser tag facilities in order to ensure the safety of everyone participating, and serving as 
chefs/waiters/waitresses in the restaurant and several other floaters who help guide customers to 
where they are looking to go). 
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Organizational Profile 
 

Mission Statement: Thrill Zone is an amusement multiplex venue, consisting of a laser tag arena, 
trampoline park, and casual dining facility. Thrill Zone is tailored towards the young individuals 
of Harrisonburg in order to provide them with a unique venue that allows them to truly be kids.  
 
Thrill Zone is located on a plot of land next to the Sentara RMH Medical Center (2010 Health 
Campus Dr., Harrisonburg, VA 22801). This venue employs roughly 30 to 40 part-time and full-
time employees at maximum capacity. These employees fulfill tasks such as managing and 
overseeing sections of the venue to ensure that they run smoothly; this includes monitoring the 
trampoline and laser tag facilities in order to ensure the safety of everyone participating, and 
serving as floaters who help guide customers to where they are looking to go.  
 
Thrill Zone has a great amount of amusement activities to offer. The laser tag arena portion of 
the venue is a two-story facility that provides participants with enough space to roam around 
obstacles safely. The laser tag game is similar to the classic game of laser tag, as it consists of 
many neon colors and lights that will help participants navigate the dark. This portion of the 
venue also offers a seating area and a window. so that parents or guardians have the opportunity 
to look into the room and visibly see their children playing.  
 
The trampoline room is a large space filled entirely with trampolines made partially from 
recycled tires. This area provides children with a place to let out their energy and partake in 
games such as trampoline basketball or jumping into foam pits.    
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Biographical Narratives 

Barry Kelley is a James Madison University alumni with a B.B.A. in Business Administration 
and minors in both Management Information Systems and Economics. Kelley was very active in 
the James Madison University community, as he was a part of both the football and track teams, 
as well as the Army ROTC program and Kappa Sigma fraternity. 
Since his graduation from JMU, Kelley has completed a number 
of achievements and has spent the last twenty years managing and 
developing sales.  

From 2005 to 2010, Kelley served as the global sales manager for 
Ricoh Solutions, which has given him the opportunity to manage 
high level sales representatives with Fortune 500 companies. His 
skillset has improved over time as he has achieved various 
prestigious position titles, such as Director of Operations, District 
Manager and Region Vice President, all within the business 
management field.  

Kelley has also played a large role in the establishment, 
ownership, and funding process of Thrill Zone. Kelley, owner of this facility, has used his wide 
skillset and experience in the business field to start up his own, which is set to open April 30, 
2016. He has dedicated a great amount of time to developing the plans for this particular venue. 
This entertainment multiplex provides a new entertainment option for students that he did not 
believe Harrisonburg offered while he was a JMU student.  

Andrew Forward is a James Madison University alumni, who with the help of Barry Kelley, 
transformed the downtown Harrisonburg area into an urban 
community. Forward graduated from JMU with a B.A. in Political 
Science and furthered his education at the Harvard University’s 
Graduate School of Design. Forward’s skillset is centered around real 
estate, property management, and investments. Forward is currently 
the President and Co-Founder of Mobile Property Management, a 
company that has created an efficient management system for 
property inspections. Forward is also a large contributor for Thrill 
Zone, a multiplex entertainment center located in Harrisonburg, 
Virginia. Forward has dedicated the past few months ensuring that 
this multiplex center brings a fair share of excitement and revenue to 
this new area of Harrisonburg. His wide range of expertise in the 

field positively contributes to the success of this unique venue. 
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Barry Kelley and a vision for the future 
 

Former JMU graduate looks to add to Harrisonburg’s entertainment business 
 
HARRISONBURG, Va. – Known for its scenic views, foodie culture, and bustling 
downtown, The Friendly City is growing in size every year. Like many other 
entrepreneurs before him, Barry Kelley, president of Matchbox Realty, sought to fulfill 
his dream of revitalizing downtown Harrisonburg. Now, he seeks to expand to other areas 
of the town, and is bringing his dream of an amusement and entertainment multiplex to 
life. 
 
Barry Kelley, a 1983 graduate of James Madison University, is the current president of 
Matchbox Realty. Despite his success, Kelley never actually planned on working in real 
estate after he graduated from James Madison University with a B.B.A. in Business 
Management. “I started working in real estate right out of college, and I found myself 
growing to love to the industry,” said Kelley.  
 
Kelley has helped orchestrate many downtown Harrisonburg-based projects over the past 
decade, with his most popular business venture being the Urban Exchange condominium 
complex, located off US 33. He has also renovated the historical Cassico Ice House, and 
created a home for Pale Fire Brewery, as well as Pure Eats restaurant, with more business 
plans in development for the coming year. “It was always a dream of mine to give back to 
this lovely community and create an atmosphere that matches what the Shenandoah 
Valley has to offer,” said Kelley, when asked about his motivation to build in 
Harrisonburg. 
 
Now Kelley is partnering with fellow Harrisonburg real estate partner Andrew Forward 
to deliver a new addition to Harrisonburg that will focus on both entertainment and  
physical wellness: Thrill Zone. Thrill Zone will serve as an entertainment complex that 

--more-- 



hosts a wall-to-wall trampoline park, laser tag course, arcade, and other fitness-related 
activities. According to Kelley and Forward, they invented the complex to “add a spark to 
the entertainment atmosphere of Harrisonburg.” 
 
Thrill Zone will additionally focus on keeping younger children active and healthy. The 
complex is a great place for a child to run and be physically active, while enjoying a 
variety of amusement amenities. Further, Thrill Zone will host affordable after-school 
programs for children to educate them on how to live a healthy lifestyle. “I have a chance 
to impact the community’s youth in a positive way by building an entertainment complex 
that promotes physical wellness for children and young adults,” said Kelley. 
 
The entertainment multiplex will also serve as a place for children to have birthday 
parties, as well as for young adults to socialize. College students will be given a discount 
on Friday nights, when the venue is only open for individuals above 18. Kelley, wanting 
to develop a place that will bring the community thrills like it has never experienced 
before, says “w believe Thrill Zone will usher in a modern style of entertainment to a city 
that is growing in size every year,” said Kelley. 
 
Thrill Zone will be located in the empty lot in front of Sentara Rockingham Memorial 
Hospital (2010 Health Campus Dr., Harrisonburg, Virginia) off of Port Republic Rd. This 
area is not only located beside multiple residential neighborhoods, but is also beginning 
to see a lot of new business with the arrival of Stone Spring Road, which connects Route 
11 and US 33. Thrill Zone will host its grand opening on Saturday, April 30.  To learn 
more about Thrill Zone, visit thrillzoneva.com. 

### 
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ADVENTURE AND AMUSEMENT MULTIPLEX OPENING IN HARRISONBURG 

APRIL 30 

Fun and entertainment center currently in development stages  

               HARRISONBURG, Va. — Thrill Zone, a large adventure and amusement center, is 

scheduled to open near Sentara RMH Medical Center on April 30. Open to all ages, it will 

include laser tag, an indoor trampoline park, and casual dining. 

               The entire complex is 35,000 square feet, and has ample parking located nearby. The 

construction work will be completed by McDaniel Contractor Services LLC, a Shenandoah 

Valley-based company known for its work done on James Madison University’s East Campus, as 

well as on state-of-the-art Harrisonburg High School. 

               The Harrisonburg Department of Public Transportation plans on having the center 

accessible to the public by adding a stop to bus route 31, which runs during both daytime and 

nighttime hours. “While I was a student at JMU, in order to get off-campus you needed to know 

an upperclassman with a car, and they also had to be willing to drive somewhere that wasn’t a 

bar.”, says Barry Kelley, owner. “I wanted to change that, and create a place that all students  

--more-- 



	
 

Amusement and adventure multiplex opening 

could attend that was less than 10 minutes from campus, but still accessible to other people in the 

Harrisonburg community.” 

               Every Friday night, the center will become 18+ starting at 9 p.m. and will be discounted 

to all those with a college ID. The center will still run all attractions usually open during the day, 

but the event room will be open for music and dancing instead.  

               However, the center will be open to more than just college students. An after-school 

program for Harrisonburg youth at the center is currently in development. “Being a working 

parent is tough,” says local resident Jennifer Stantley, “so I’m glad to see that there are more 

after-school care options coming to town.” 

               The center will bring roughly 30 new jobs to Harrisonburg, including both full-time and 

part-time positions. Although the center’s two full-time managers have yet to be selected, they 

are currently in final interview stages.  

               For more information about the project, please visit www.thrillzoneva.com or contact 

Andrew Forward, project director, at (123) 456-7890. 

### 
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AFTER SCHOOL PROGRAM OPENING IN NEW ADVENTURE CENTER  

New childcare option for working parents 

 HARRISONBURG, Va. —Working parents have a new option to consider when it comes 

to childcare. A new after school program is opening April 30 in the Thrill Zone amusement 

multiplex, located near Sentara RMH Medical Center.  

 The 35,000 square foot facility, which includes a laser tag arena, indoor trampoline park, 

and dining areas, will offer various after school programs for elementary school students with 

costs of attendance dependent on age. Enrollment for the programs will coincide with Thrill 

Zone’s grand opening. 

The multiplex will be accessible via Harrisonburg Public Schools’ bus transportation 

system, as well as by the kiss and ride station in the back of the building. All children will go 

through a check-in system upon arrival to ensure they are accounted for, and will complete a 

similar check-out system upon exit. 

 The childcare center will be open from 2 to 6 p.m., Monday through Friday, and will 

operate when Harrisonburg Public Schools are in session. Children will be provided with an  

--more-- 



afternoon snack, and will be given ample time to complete homework, as well as time to play in 

the various facilities. Staff will supervise children closely at all times, and provide structure to 

the program that promotes intellectual growth, as well as interpersonal and kinesthetic skills 

development. 

 For more information about the after school programs, please visit 

www.thrillzoneva.com/childcare or call Deborah Johnson, Director of Childcare Services, at 

555-555-5555.  

### 
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Visuals  
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Potential News Conference Questions 

Q1: What is the environmental impact of Thrill Zone? 
A: To make Thrill Zone as environmentally friendly as possible, trampoline edges will be 
made from recycled tires and the center will take inspiration from the new UREC at 
JMU, which incorporated a lot of open windows to reduce energy consumption. There 
will also be various other implementations to reduce our environmental footprint. For 
example, multiple levels rather than one open space will reduce unnecessary heat and 
cooling ventures. Thrill Zone also provides recycling bins near each trash can, as well as 
multiple compost bins near the casual dining areas. Green cleaning products will also be 
utilized, which controls for both energy waste and the fact that children will be using the 
center this aids to health benefits.  

Q2: What happens if this business flops?  
 A: After careful research on the Harrisonburg community, we predict it will be very 

successful and will make changes accordingly upon actual operation. As PR Practitioners 
we will do continuous evaluations and ensure that management takes proper steps to best 
serve the public. 

Q3: How much will the building cost: 
 A: Several million to build, and roughly $200,000 for the land. 
Q4: What are the safety precautions that will be implemented? 
 A: All guests must sign a waiver as a safety precaution. Anyone 18 years and older can 

sign the waiver for themselves, however, children under 18 must have a parent or legal 
guardian sign the waiver on their behalf. All guests will also be shown a short safety 
video highlighting all the rules before entering both the trampoline park and laser tag 
arenas.  

Q5: What is the maximum capacity of people allowed? 
 A: About 100 people is the maximum capacity for people in the trampoline park and 

roughly 70 people in the laser tag arena. However, employees will assess both areas and 
make their best decisions on capacity based on the energy levels of the guests.  

Q6: How will aftercare programs get students to and from Thrill Zone? 
 A: We are currently working with the schools themselves to provide school buses to 

Thrill Zone as a part of the after school care programs. There will also be a Harrisonburg 
bus route that can drop residents to and from the venue.  

Q7: How many square feet is this complex? 
 A: About 35,000 square feet, roughly the size of the average ice skating rink and a half. 
Q8: Where will you seek employees from? 
 A: We are currently encouraging JMU students to apply as the hours of this multiplex are 

fairly flexible and can work with the average college student’s schedule. However, we 
encourage anyone with experience in the elementary education field, anyone with first 
aid training, and overall anyone interested in what this multiplex has to offer.  

Q9: Will there be a place that parents can stay to keep an eye on their kids? 



 
Madison Public Relations 

 A: Yes, there will be multiple seating locations for parents to watch their kids without 
being in the way of any of the activities.  

Q10: All of this seems very costly, where does the funding come from?  
 A: Most of the project has been funded by owner Barry Kelley, Matchbox Realty 

President.  
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